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Abstract— Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) faces serious
security threat due to lack of consideration of security in design
and inherent weaknesses. Anomaly detection techniques as well
as preventive measures are in urgent need to protect ad hoc
network. We propose an innovative anomaly detection technique
based on temporal analysis of routing activities. Our approach
uses data mining techniques to discover the underlying patterns
of routing behavior and detect anomaly by comparing routing
activities with the patterns. We tested the approach with two
common attacks targeted at routing protocols and the experiment
results show it is effective to detect routing disruption.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Ad hoc network features a unique peer-to-peer structure
where there is no ready-to-use authority and members of
the network have to depend on each other to communicate.
Ad hoc networks are more vulnerable to attacks than other
networks. Current on-demand routing protocols did not take
security into consideration. With on-demand routing protocols,
the communicating counterparts have little control on which
nodes to choose to serve on a path. A malicious node can
mount many kinds of attacks to bring the communication
under its control. Several attacks that exploit the weaknesses
of AODV protocols are described in [1]. By attacking routing
protocols, malicious users can cause longer delay and packet
loss. They can even control visible data in the network by
employing subtle attacking strategies.
General approaches are desired to detect both known
and as yet unknown attacks. In this paper, we propose a
lightweight anomaly detection approach to detect routing
disruption attacks. To interfere with the normal function
of an ad hoc network, attackers affect the routing process
in one way or another to launch attacks. Because ad hoc
routes are alive for a relatively short time, attackers must
repeat the attack procedure periodically. Recognizing that the
essential task of protecting an ad hoc network is to protect the
routing process, our approach tries to detect routing disruption
attacks by watching routing activities closely. Observed routing activity is compared with patterns extracted through data
mining from normal routing activity to identify anomalous
behavior. By monitoring routing activities only, we lower the
cost of anomaly detection. Without using information specific

to certain known attacks, our approach is made general enough
to deal with multiple kinds of attacks. We devise a novel
temporal analysis algorithm that uses per route information to
accurately capture the temporal relationships between routing
events. Our experiments demonstrate that this algorithm is able
to clearly distinguish between normal activity and abnormal
activity during blackhole and wormhole attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we present the relevant background information on ad
hoc routing mechanism and intrusion detection techniques.
In section 3, we present our anomaly detection algorithm
in detail. Results of experiments are presented in section 4.
Related work is discussed in section 5 and conclusions are
given in section 6.
II. BACKGROUND
The dominant routing protocols used in ad hoc networks
are on-demand routing protocols (e.g., AODV and DSR). In an
on-demand routing protocol, the source node floods the whole
network with routing discovery messages for the destination
node. The request message also carries with it the up-todate state information for the source node. Node receiving the
request message establishes a reverse route entry to the source.
If a node has the routing information about the destination or
it is the destination itself, it sends back routing reply message.
When the routing reply message travels across the network,
it establishes route entries towards the destination on nodes
along the path.

Blackhole attack tries to create a blackhole in the
network to trap all the traffic. Attacker can generate and
disseminate fake routing information to make other nodes
believe that a fresher or better path can be used through
attacker.
Wormhole attack is a more sophisticated attack. It is
carried out by a pair of nodes. Attackers create a tunnel
between them. When one attacker receives a packet, it wraps
it and sends it through the tunnel. The other attacker unwraps
the packet and replays it in the network. When replayed
packet arrives at the destination, it appears to travel shorter
path because many hops between the two attackers are not
counted. Through wormhole attack, attackers can control the

data appearing in the network.

Rush attack [3] exploits duplicate suppression at each
node. An attacker disseminates route request messages quickly
throughout the network, suppressing any later legitimate route
request messages when nodes drop them due to the duplicate
suppression. [3] proposes random dropping of route request
messages to alleviate the damage of rush attack.
III. T EMPORAL A NALYSIS OF ROUTING ACTIVITY
We recognize the disturbance of attack on routing activity
and propose to analyze and detect routing disruption from
temporal prospective. Our approach detects routing disruption
by watching the lifetime of each route, from its establishment
to removal – either because of routing error or timeout,
and identifying suspicious routing activities using patterns
extracted from normal routing activities during training.
1) Data Collection: Our approach focuses on the basic
property – time. By considering only basic time information,
our approach is universal despite the difference between ad
hoc routing protocols. We define the history of a route entry
as the ordered sequence of timestamps when the routing events
happened to this route entry. The history of a route is denoted
by H : {ti |ith routing event happens at time ti }.
We call the history recorded above as raw because it
contains the actual timestamps of routing events. The next step
is to transform the raw history data to ease its later analysis.
First we convert the absolute timestamps to relative timestamps
with respect to the time when the route entry was established.
The first routing event, which is always the establishment of
the route entry, has the timestamp value of zero. The values
for the remaining events are the timespans from the moments
when the events take place to the moment when the route
entry is established. That is, the history of the route entry H :
{t1 , t2 , ..., tn } is converted to H ′ : {0, (t2 − t0 ), ..., (tn −
t0 )}.
Next, to enable comparison of different route entries in
terms of their life time, our approach assumes that the lifetime
of route entry consists of a certain number of stages of equal
durations. Using the relative occurrence times of the events,
we compute how many events take place in each stage. Finally,
the numbers of events in each stage are normalized based on
the total number of routing events of the route entry. Through
this transformation we normalize the different route entries
which may differ in the duration of their lifetimes and the
number of events that occur during the lifetimes. The final
result of this transformation is that the history of a route entry
is converted to the frequency distribution of its routing events
during its lifetime. We refer to this as the event frequency
vector of that route entry. The above transformation process
is summarized in Figure 1, where N is the number of stages
and D denotes the duration of each stage.
2) Pattern Extraction: Our approach uses data mining
techniques to discover the underlying patterns of routing
activities under normal operations. The patterns are used later

Data: history of routing entry H = {ti |1 ≤ i ≤ n};
Result: frequency distribution of routing events;
begin
′
′
H ′ = {ti |t0 = 0, ti = ti − t0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ n};
D = (tn − t1 )/(n − 1);
′
′
F req = {fi |1 ≤ i ≤ N, fi = |{tp , ..., tq }|/|H| where
′
′
(i − 1) ∗ D ≤ tp ≤ tq < i ∗ D}
return F req;
end
Fig. 1.

Routing History Transformation Algorithm.

at runtime to judge if routing disruption happens. We use two
data-mining methods, k-means and k-harmonics means [6],
to analyze and extract patterns from frequency distribution of
routing events calculated above.
We observed that the activity of single route entry contains limited information because not many routing events
happen for one route entry under normal operation. So we
combine the event frequency vectors of several route entries
together. That is, we sum the frequency value at each stage
and then average the result by the number of used route entries
to get a merged event frequency vector of several route
entries. We then run data mining algorithms on the merged
vectors. The merged event frequency data provides us with
more insight into the routing behavior in general.
In practice, we only watch the activity of route entries
that have been referred to at least once to forward a packet.
We make this decision because lots of route entries are set up
but never used. Such route entries provide little information for
routing activity analysis and actually decrease the efficiency of
detection because there are too many of them and they distract
our attention from more meaningful routing activities. So we
decide to disregard the unused route entries.
3) Distributed Detection of Routing Disruption: Using
the pattern extraction algorithm described above, we can
get a set of patterns. We denote the pattern set by P :
{g1 , g2 , ..., gm }, in which each gi is a pattern group like
gi : {pi1 , pi2 , ..., pin }. Each pattern group is the result of one
run of k-means or k-harmonic means algorithm. Using these
patterns, we propose a cooperative distributed architecture for
detecting routing disruption.
Our approach uses patterns in a different way other
than measuring distance between observation and patterns. We
consider the distribution of event frequency vectors among
clusters corresponding to patterns. From the training data,
we can get the number of event frequency vectors in each
cluster. Further, we calculate the percentage of all vectors
that belong to each cluster. We let each pattern bear a
value which indicates what percentage of event frequency
vectors among all vectors should belong to its cluster in
normal situation. Thus, the representation of pattern group
described before is changed from gi : {pi1 , pi2 , ..., pin }
to gi : {(pi1 , peri1 ), (pi2 , peri2 ), ..., (pin , perin )}, where

perin denotes the standard percentage for a pattern.
In practice, we collect a certain number of event frequency vectors before examining the routing behavior in the
recent past. For each vector, we calculate its distance to each
pattern in one pattern group. The vector is affiliated with the
pattern that is closest to it. After all vectors are affiliated with
some pattern, we can calculate the percentage of collected
vectors in each pattern and compare it with the standard
percentage of the pattern. We sum the difference in percentage
of each pattern as the indication of alert level for routing
activity. To increase the accuracy of detection, we use multiple
pattern groups together and add the difference in each group.
The final result is compared with a threshold to decide if
routing process is under attack. The detection algorithm is
summarized in Figure 2. This algorithm is run after we have
collected m event frequency vectors and we have n pattern
groups to compare with.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
We have implemented and evaluated our anomaly detection algorithm in the NS-2 network simulator. We implemented
two kinds of attacks, blackhole and wormhole attacks. We
choose a test area of 1000m×1000m. On the test area, fifty
nodes are placed randomly and move following random way
point model. We choose AODV as the testbed of our approach,
but our algorithm is applicable to other routing protocols. As
we show in later sections, there is distinct difference in alert
level between normal routing activities and activities under
attack. By choosing an appropriate threshold for alert level,
nodes can detect abnormal routing behavior.
B. Training
Using the above settings, we generated twenty scenarios
as the training set. From the training process, we obtained
124264 records of normal routing activity information. We
used the k-means and k-harmonics means algorithms on
collected routing activities to compute the underlying patterns.
We trained with pattern numbers from three to six. After
applying the above, we obtained sixteen groups of patterns
and their corresponding percentage of routing activities.
The training is costly, but it only needs to be done once.

Input: event frequency vector set
V = {Fi |1 ≤ i ≤ m}, and pattern set
P = {gi |1 ≤ i ≤ n};
Result: alert level;
begin
alert = 0;
foreach gi = {(pi1 , peri1 ), ..., (pik , perik )} ∈ P ;
begin
C. Results
C = {ci |1 ≤ i ≤ k, ci = φ};
foreach Fi ∈ V ;
Distance from Pattern Groups. We first show that
begin
the
routing
activity under normal operation differs from that
find p such that |Fi − pip | ≤ |Fi − piq | for any q 6= p;
under
attack
significantly. We generated ten scenarios and
cp = cp ∪ {Fi };
collected
routing
activities under normal operation, blackend
hole
attack
,
and
wormhole attack. Figure 3 shows the
foreach cj ∈ C;
results
for
each
of
the sixteen pattern groups. The figure
begin
indicates that routing behavior under attack is very different
|cj |
alert = alert + | |V | − perij |;
from that under normal operations. For all pattern groups,
end
routing activities under normal operations are very similar to
end
the pattern groups and the distance between them are almost
return alert;
negligible. Blackhole attack is very aggressive and causes the
end
most deviation of routing behavior. Wormhole attack causes
Fig. 2.

Detection algorithm.

Overall, our anomaly detection system runs in the following way. Each node runs the detection algorithm independently. When a route entry is established, the host adds
a record corresponding to the new route entry and records
the setting-up time. When later a routing event happens for
this route entry, the time is recorded too. Finally, when the
route entry is removed, the history of the route entry is
transformed to the event frequency vector using the algorithm
in previous section. After collecting enough number of past
event frequency vectors, the algorithm in Figure 2 is run on
the data to decide if the current situation of routing activities
is normal.

smaller deviation but is still significantly large.

Anomaly Detection. Next we traced the change of alert
level in a single testing scenario. We ran the same scenario
three times under normal operations, blackhole attack, and
wormhole attack respectively. In the standard test, we created
the test scenarios using the same parameters used to create
training scenarios. Figure 4 shows the average alert level
of one typical scenario. As expected, the alert level is the
highest under blackhole attack, which agrees with the maximal
deviation from standard pattern caused by blackhole attack
noticed in Figure 3. The difference in alert level between
normal and wormhole cases is also apparent. For any scenario,
the alert level in normal operations is well below the alert level
of blackhole and wormhole attacks. A threshold is chosen so
that it can distinguish most normal operations from operations

1.6

feature and the remaining feature set. In detection, every classifier is applied to one event and the results are accumulated.
If the accumulation is above certain threshold, the event is
considered abnormal. [9] does anomaly detection with state
machine. It monitors the routing discovery procedure step
by step. If the procedure enters a wrong state, it indicates
some fake information is trying to interfere with the normal
process. [2] fights wormhole attacks by authenticating either
a precise timestamp or location information combined with a
loose timestamp.
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Fig. 3. Distance from pattern groups under normal operation, blackhole
attack and wormhole attack.

affected by attacks. This threshold can be used to decide if the
routing process is under attack.
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In this paper we proposed a new approach to detect abnormal routing behavior. Our approach focuses on identifying
suspicious operations by watching routing activity itself. By
limiting monitoring and analysis to routing activity, we reduce
the cost of anomaly detection significantly. A key contribution
of work is the identification of an algorithm that transforms
routing activity information into a form that is suitable for
detecting anomalies. Our experiments demonstrate that our
approach is effective in detect routing disruption caused by
blackhole and wormhole attacks. In this work, we address the
problem of detecting anomaly routing activity. Currently we
are working on the problem of fighting back routing attacks
based on routing activity observation.
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Alert level over time in standard tests.
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Watchdog [7] proposed first to detect misbehaving nodes.
With Watchdog, when nodes forward packets, they watch if the
next hop relays the packet properly. If a node is found to fail to
relay packets certain times, its rating is decreased and the later
routing discovery avoids selecting nodes with low rating. The
same idea is developed in [8], which punishes the lazy nodes
by declining there service request later. Anomaly detection
system dealing with active attackers are studied in several other
works. [10] proposes an intrusion detection framework using
agent technology. [5] suggests a distributed architecture. They
exploit the relationship between node movement and route
table changes to detect suspicious activities. [4] uses datamining to detect anomaly. They monitor dozens of features
and develop classifiers for the relationship of each individual
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